Annexure-6
Non-Disclosure Agreement
[On Firm’s / Company’s letter head]
(to be included in Part A - Conformity to Eligibility Criteria Envelope)
SUB: RFP for __________________________________________________________.
Ref: RFP No. ____/________ dated __________.
WHEREAS, we, _______________________________________________________________,
having Registered Office at __________________________________, hereinafter referred to
as the Bidder, are agreeable to the formalities of deliverables as per timelines mentioned
in the RFP for each ordered locations to Canara Bank, having its office at 14, Naveen
complex, HO(annex), M.G Road Bengaluru -560001 hereinafter referred to as the BANK and,
WHEREAS, the Bidder understands that the information regarding the Bank’s IT
Infrastructure shared by the BANK in their Request for Proposal is confidential and/or
proprietary to the BANK, and
WHEREAS, the Bidder understands that in the course of submission of the offer for the
subject RFP and/or in the aftermath thereof, it may be necessary that the Bidder may
perform certain jobs/duties on the Banks properties and/or have access to certain plans,
documents, approvals or information of the BANK; NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the
foregoing, the Bidder agrees to all of the following conditions, in order to induce the BANK
to grant the Bidder specific access to the BANK’s property/information. The Bidder will not
publish or disclose to others, nor, use in any services that the Bidder performs for others,
any confidential or proprietary information belonging to the BANK, unless the Bidder has
first obtained the BANK’s written authorization to do so.
The Bidder agrees that notes, specifications, designs, memoranda and other data shared by
the BANK or, prepared or produced by the Bidder for the purpose of submitting the offer to
the BANK for the said solution, will not be disclosed during or subsequent to submission of
the offer to the BANK, to anyone outside the BANK.
The Bidder shall not, without the BANKs written consent, disclose the contents of this
Request for Proposal (Bid) or any provision thereof, or any specification, plan, pattern,
sample or information (to be) furnished by or on behalf of the BANK in connection therewith,
to any person(s) other than those employed/engaged by the Bidder for the purpose of
submitting the offer to the BANK and/or for the performance of the Contract in the
aftermath. Disclosure to any employed/engaged person(s) shall be made in confidence and
shall extend only so far as necessary for the purposes of such performance.
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